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Parents Day
Saturday
November 4
67, No. 15

!ACIFICAN
The others will remain the same;
theater: $2,400; forensics: $7,375 and the PSA rebates: $3,273.
Six organizations received the
recommended amounts. Deficit:
$3,246.95; Insurance and Bonds:
$253; PSA cards $113.03; KUOP
AM: $1,658; Academic Stand
ards: $75; Cluster Colleges $1,600.

REMAINDER

The remainder of the organi
zations were cut from the recom
mended amount due to the fact
that the budget was so tight this
year. Office expenses for the
PSA offices went from a recom
mended amount of $4,000 to
$3500. The Pacifican: $18,200 to
$16,000; The Naranjado: $22,250 to $18,000; Anderson Y: $4,000 to $3,600; AWS: $1,539 to
$1,000; Band: $3,700 to $3,500;
Calavaras Cultural Review: $320
to $00.00; Communications: $1,000 to $100; Athletics/Life
Guards: $325 to $172; NSA $850
to $750; Rally: $1,000 to $850;

rthur c. Clarke, Author of "2001:
ipace Odyssey" at High Table Nov
Arthur C. Clarke, inventor of
the ommunications satellite and
'x co-author of the book and film
'2001: A Space Odyssey," comes
:o Pacific on Tuesday, November
T, to speak at the Raymond High
Table.
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SA Senate Passes Budget
By SYDNEY HADSELL
Halloween night, amid screams
rom a haunted campus, the PSA
enate sat in their last budget
jssion. The budget has finally
ieen passed by the Senators and
ubmitted to Jim Meyers, the
'resident of the PSA, for his
ignature.
At this point Jim may or may
iot sign the bill which would
nake the budget effective. If he
oes not sign it, it will return to
(he Senators for reconsideration,
o override his veto, the Senate
ust pass the budget again with
2/3 majority.
ENROLLMENT
Of the five contracted monies,
o amounts were reduced due to
he fact that enrollment is estiated to average to 2160 this
Irear. Therefore the two monies
Contracted as money per student
•ill be lower. This brings athetics down to $17,260 from $18,00; and the Student Union fund
own to $10,800 from $11,000.

Homecoming
Weekend
November 10-11

South Stockton/Share: $2,900 to
$2,000; Social: $11,316 to $9,600; WRA: $963.73 to $800;
MUN: $800 to $1000; and the
Pacific Humanist Forum: $520
to $00.00.

MUN
The Model United Nations is
the only organization who re
ceived monies up from the recom
mendation, but down from their
request. This budget totals $108,175.95.
The Senate breathed a sigh of
relief having passed the budget.
But they paused long enough to
pass a statement which will re
quire each organization which recieves money to give a report at
the semester. The Senate wants
to know how the money has been
and is being spent. They also
requested, insofar as possible, the
organizations to give an estimate
of how many people they are
serving. The Senate then ad
journed.

Alumni Hou$e

For Parents Visitation

Are you lonely? Do you miss
your parents? Do you need time
to explain that cinch notice? Are
your parents dubious about your
life at UOP ... If so, "Parents
Day at Pacific," scheduled this
Saturday, will resolve all these
problems.
Planned by the Alumni
this day provides Pacific
with an opportunity to
and share their child's
away from home."

House,
parents
inspect
"home

Registration begins at 9 a.m.
Parents are to gather on the
south lawn area of Burns Tower,
name tags will be issued and
coffee served.
Campus tours
will leave from the west entrance
of Burns Tower every ten min
utes from 9-10 a.m.
At 10:30 in the Conservatory
Auditorium, Rally Commissioner
Bill Moon and the Rally Com
mittee have a talent program and

A 1967 Hoaiecoming Queen To Be
' Announced At Formal Rally
The queen contest got off to
a roaring-screaming start Thurs
day before last when Bill Holm,
contest chairman, announced the
names of the eight princesses now
vying for the title, at the San
Jose Rally in Fraternity Circle.
The girls, representing their
living groups, were chosen by a
panel from the men's living
groups. The girls, two from
each living group, were judged
on their grace, poise, beauty, and
ease. One judge said that he
thought all of the girls did them
selves proud and that it was a
real chore to pick the eight
finalists.
The next item on the girls'
agenda was a session before more
judges, this time to choose the
one who .will reign over the
homecoming festivities.
The
luncheon to acquaint the girls

Mr. Clarke's fame as science
fiction writer and platform speakc reaches new heights in 1968
with "2001: A Space Odyssey."
, He co-authored both the book
nd the spectacular Cinerama
color film.
His co-author for both book
and film was the noted director
of "Dr. Strangelove" and other
films, Stanley Kubrick. The film,
like the book, takes a breathtak
ing look into the future, vividly
Portraying the coming Age of
Space.

P|ans Day

with the judges was held yester
day at the Islander.
The eight Princesses are Janet
Lister, Kam Murphy, Shirley
Sanderford, Martha Echart,
Gretchen Wolf, Margaret Meek,
Judy McCaraghan, and Sandy
Kimbro.
The announcement of the
name of the 1967 Homecoming
Queen will be made at the con
clusion of the Formal Rally next
Friday night. She will reign
over the parade on Saturday, the
dance, and other Homecoming
activities.
The judges for the finals
of
the contest are: Rotus Harvey,
President of West Lane Theatre;
Ni Orsi, owner of the Skimeister;
Marian Jacobs, an advertising
agent; and Harry Gluskin, owner
of Gluskin's Camera Corner.

rally planned, to put Pacific par
ents in the "spirit."

Because of the tight schedule,
parents will be provided with a
sack lunch. These are to be
picked up at the dining halls
from 11:30-12:30 p.m.
Rounding out the day's activi
ties will be the football game,
pitting the Pacific Tigers against
Colorado State University at 1
p.m. Special seats are reserved
for the parents in Sections AA,
A and B, rows 1-25 only.

PARENTS DAY SCHEDULE
9-10:15 a.m. — Registration on
south lawn of Burns Tower
10:30-11:15 a.m. — Parents meet
ing and Rally in Conserva
tory Auditorium
11:30-12:30 p.m. — Sack lunch
at Dining Halls
1 p.m. — Football game—Pacific
vs. Coloradb State—Memor
ial Auditorium

Author Griffin
Will Appear On
Campus Nov. 14
What are conditions of Negroes really like in the South?
John Howard Griffin, author of
Black Like Me, which tells the
story of his experiences traveling
through the South under the
medical disguise of a Negro, will
be on campus November 14. His
book is available in the Book
store, to aid in a discussion
Thursday, November 9, at 7:30
p.m. in the Y.
The discussion will be lead by
a Pacific faculty member. The
Y hopes to enable genuine dia
logue to take place when Griffin

PSA Officers' Letter to Administration
(The following is the text of a
letter sent by the PSA to the
people mentioned in paragraph
We, too, are anxiously await
ing the answers to these ques
tions.)
The Pacific Student Associa
tion is in the process of formu
lating policy and direction in
light of the educational goals of
the University. In so doing, we
have run up against a problem
which must be solved if we are to
move in purposeful strides.
This problem takes the form of
a sincere questioning. Before the
PSA can set up new programs,
revise its structure, or in any way
undertake planning for the fu
ture, we must know the philoso

phy behind our institution. It is
important that we understand the
overall structuring of the Uni
versity, its operational proced
ures, and the general guidelines
for future University direction.
At first consideration, this may
seem to be an easily resolved di
lemma. The obvious course of
action would be to question our
administrators. This we have
done many times in many ways.
Unfortunately, when we ask the
same question of more than one
person, we often end up with
more than one answer.
In order that we may gain a
clearer understanding of this
University we come with specific
questions (unaminously endorsed

by the senate) to those persons
considered the policy-makers of
this instiution. A consensus on
these, the vital philosophical
questions facing UOP, is being
asked of Dr. Burns, Dr. Bevan,
Mr. Winterberg, Dr. Thompson,
Dean Taylor, Dean Betz, Dean
Williams, Dean Davis, Provost
Kolker, Provost Cullen, Dean
Grant, Preceptor Moore, and
Dean Jacoby.
The questions are as follows:
1. What is the overall guiding
educational philosophy of this
University?
2. What are the functions of
the Student Personnel Deans?
(Dean Betz, Dean Williams,
Dean Davis)

3. What is the status of each
cluster college, COP, and the
professional schools in relation
to each other and to the total
University concept?
Are the
cluster colleges to remain autono
mous, and will this apply to
COP?
4. What are the functions of
the Deans of each of the cluster
colleges in relation to each other,
and Dean Betz? (Note: special
emphasis on Student Affiairs,
her£).
5. What are the functions of
the Student Affairs Committee?
6. Define the inter-relation
ships between the faculty, stu
dents, and administrators.
7. Does it not make sense that

the students should be adminis
tered "with" and not "over"?
Realizing that you have a busy
schedule, we do not expect you
to respond immediately to these
questions. We know, however,
that you will understand the im
portance of these questions and
will respond as soon as possible.
We feel it is not too much to ask
you to respond sometime before
Thanksgiving Vacation.
Thank you. We appreciate
your time, and anxiously await a
clarification of these matters.
Sincerely,
Robert Fields
James Meyers
Vice President
President
Peter Hopkins
Sue Griswold
Secretary
Treasurer
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Bacchus' Bowl

Editorial Page
We feel that the PSA Senate has taken entirely too long
in its consideration of the budget for this academic year.
Already we are over a third of the way into the semester
before the Senate has been able to reach an agreement on the
allocations to each of the groups.
We grant that cutting $18,000 from a list of requests
considered vital by the requesters is a difficult task. However,
carrying deliberation nearly into November while organiza
tions clamor for money seems hardly reasonable. Forcing
PSA Treasurer Pete Hopkins to improvise while these groups
are spending money they are not sure they will even get
indicates that the Senate should have taken quicker action.
If it takes meetings three time a week for the first three
weeks of school to expedite matters, then three meetings a
week should certainly be held. Considering that the budget
requests were all due last June, this is not an unreasonable
demand.
We join with the Communication Commission in asking
the Senate to increase its efficiency in the future. Because the
budget is probably the most important single thing that the
Senate will consider all year, we feel that it should command
the Senators' utmost attention until it is passed.
— Glen Nissen

An Answer to Bacchus

^
TlQCV
O

GlllClC

Friday, November 3
Y Film: "Shop on Mainstreet"
(Czech 1965) — A.F. Bldg.
140 — 3:30, 7 and 9:30 p.m.
Waterpolo — Los Angeles
State (There) — 10 a.m.
Waterpolo — Occidental Col
lege (there) — 4 p.m.
Playbox: "The Cherry Orch
ard" — 8:00 p.m.
Saturday, November 4
PARENTS DAY
Football — UOP vs. Colorado
State (here) — 1 p.m.
Soccer — California State at
Hayward (here) — 10 a.m.
Waterpolo — University of
Redlands
Kappa ALpha Theta — Dads'
Weekend
Cross-Country Track — Tahoe
Invitational (there) — 11
a.m. -f
Playbox: "The Cherry Orch
ard" — 8:30 p.m.
Gamma Phi Beta pledge dance
— 9-12:30
Sunday, November 5
Waterpolo — Bakersfield Col
lege

In his rather thinly-veiled complaint about the misdirec
tion — or lack — of student concern (Oct. 27), Lawrence
(alias L. Alan) MacDonald is, I think, barking up a fruitless
Monday, November 6
tree.
Resident Artist Series: Dr.
The fact that we come from middle-class homes, besides
Charles Schilling — Organ
concert — Conservatory
being no fault of our own, is also not a stigma necessarily to
Auditorium — 8:15 p.m.
be washed from our well-fed bodies. What if our fathers are
"nine-to-five daddies" and we went to "the nice neighbor Tuesday, November 7
Raymond High Table: Arthur
hood nursery school"? Are we therefore less capable of bene
Clarke — Great Hall — 8
fiting from the college experience?
p.m.
What is the college experience, anyway? It is, properly,
Soccer — Stanford University
a training ground for social and political activism — or a
(there) — 1 p.m.
time for acquiring the mental skills necessary to evaluating
Chapel: Mowry Baden, Ray
alternative solutions to social and political problems when
mond faculty — A. F. Bldg.
140 — 11 a.m.
we will face them? The fact is, mind-training necessarily
Cross-Country Track — UC
abstracts from the real world; purely intellectual endeavors
Davis, UOP and Sonoma
cannot also be "real-world" endeavors. The very irrelevance
State (at Davis) —3:30 p.m.
of issues considered in "bull sessions" is a comforting assur
VISTA visitation
ance that we have at least four years to acquire preparedness
Delta Upsilon cake sale —
7:30-9 p.m.
for eventual commitment.
If I seem to be espousing an ivory-tower intellectualism, Wednesday, November 8
this does not imply that I favor a less active opproach to liv
Spurs — film program — 7:3011 p.m.
ing, or that I believe even a majority of students at Pacific
are involved in what Dr. Nietmann calls "the intellectual Thursday, November 9
enterprise" (although I hope Mr. MacDonald's estimate of
Playbox: "The Cherry Orch
ard" — 8 p.m.
85% "Idona Ghivadambs" is somewhat exaggerated).
The real question is, or should be, are we involved in Friday, November 10
learning? The fact that we don't violently protest registra
Homecoming rally — 7:30
p.m.
tion procedures, or lack of student-Administration com
Waterpolo — Fresno State
munications, may be a sign that we see the insignificance of
(here) — 3 p.m.
such problems in the shadow of the greater problems posed in
Playbox: "The Cherry Orch
discovering how to apply our growing intellectual prowess
ard" — 8 p.m.
to issues that will be concerning us in the real world.
Saturday, November 11
— Fred Land

Chris Curtola,
Jerri Garing
Business Manager
Mike Blatt
Advertising Manager
Tom Waters
Advisor
William Kollock

Homecoming parade — 9:30
a.m.
Soccer — University of Cali
fornia (here) — 10 a.m.
Waterpolo — Alumni Game
(here) — 11 a.m.
Cross-Country Track — Uni
versity of San Francisco
(here) — 11 a.m.
Football game — Fresno State
(here) — 1 p.m.
UOP High School Band Day
G.C.E. Aptitude Text — 9
a.m.
Playbox: "The Cherry Orch
ard" — 8:30 p.m.

Staff Writers: Cathy D'Amico, Mare Slott, Anna Gartung, Dana Nye, Fred
Land, James Segerstrom, Zbigniew Koryzma, Ross Rowley, Judy
Proulx, Larry MacDonald, Pete Niggeman, Ron Murov, Mike Rinaldi,
Phil Strick, Marty McClellan, Roger Nadel, Bev Bennett, Rich Usinger,
Sydney Hadsell, Nancy Roberts, Kurt Freund, Linda Hoist, Cheryl
Fong, Tom Bourret, Marilyn Uyemura, Randy Brown, Mary Hamilton,
Peggy Large, Jean Van Dyke.

Sunday, November 12
Two-piano recital — Richard
Scott and Richard Ratliff —
Conservatory Auditorium —
4 p.m.

The Pacifican
A Publication of the Pacific Student Association — University of the Pacific
Office — Quonset 1 — Phone 466-9121
Published on Wednesday and Friday of every five-day academic week
during the college year.
Entered as second class matter October 24, 1924 at the Post Office, Stockton,
California under the Act of March 3, 1879. — Member of California Intercolleg
iate Press Association, California Newspaper Publishers Association, and As
sociated Collegiate Press. Represented Nationally by National Educational
Advrtising Services, 18 East 50th Street, New York, N.Y. 10022.
Editor
Managing Editor
Feature Editor
Sports Editor.

Glen Nissen
Janeile Gobby
Chris Neary
Don Payne

Copy Editors

Have you taken a few minutes to walk around campjjj
lately? It's fall — comes once a year. The leaves are all fall,
ing down. In the afternoon you can see couples out on thf
lawns sitting, talking.
B
Meanwhile, as the leaves fall, things are still going „
as usual. Les is giving another Delta student a two dolli,
ticket — with a smile. Fairbrook is wandering through
kitchen after kitchen, tasting our dinners. President Burn
is talking to someone about something. More press releases
are being made up. PSA is bickering about the budget Th,
infirmary is listening to the same excuses they ve heard fro®
the same college students for years. The gardeners are out
flooding the lawns. The sororities are already on the float
for homecoming. Football practice is in session. Raymond
is discussing. Callison is arguing. Meredith is praying Bevet
is thinking. I'm writing. The grass is growing. The library
is wondering what to do about their books. The administra
tion is wondering what to do about the students. F1 ic girls
are wondering what to do about the boys. The boys art
wondering what to do about the war. And the soldiers? Fat
from Pacific are wondering if they will make it home,
Someone didn't see the great pumpkin again.
Yet with everyone else worrying about things you havi
to worry about your Form 109, worry about the government
and about your car parked in the red zone. Which brings us
back to Pacific and the leaves falling down. Why not worn
about where the leaves are going? or why worry. . . .
- Lawrence MacDonald
Once upon a tenure, there was a seventh year professor
out to get his time. Now in the days of old when the profes
sor was hired because he had something to profess, peoplt
came to study under him. He was a real human being, so
they say. He was knowledgeable, exciting, creative, and also
a learning member of the student society, so they say. And
if the students didn't like the guy, they fired him. Now that
was in the days of old.

We are now in the day of now and our now system i
worth consideration. The student is no longer involved if
the discussion of the professor's time, but the job is rather
absorbed by the domain of the administrator, who, though
he has never observed the prof in action, and will never have
to take classes from him, stands ready to commit his univer
sity to the life hiring of a man they may hardly longer
question as being competent. For the prof who receives his
time, is, for all intent and purposes, in for good.
But, who is the administrator committing to what?
seems as though he is saying to the student that, "Well, some
things in life may not be so pleasent. You must take the gooi
time professors with the bad." The university has decider!
that with little or no recourse, we (the students) are stud
with whomever the administration feels they may "put then
money on," or rather they may put the students' money on
for the life of the professor, the school, or the desire for th
former to work at the latter.
Is there any real problem area here? Actually there $
only one. Once a man has been awarded his time, he is bouno
by all of the moral fibers of his body to keep up-dated on In
discipline, best methods of instruction, enthusiasm, and
energy to produce as a "teacher" in a learners' " world. On'
cannot question that all of the time profs do keep up even 3s
they age, for the moral integrity and professionalism of '
educator" cannot be questioned (especially if he is timed).
So, maybe there is actually no real reason why the stu
dent has any reason to complain about any instruction (al
the tune of $850 a semester). We furthermore have no
son to doubt that an administrator is the only equips'
person to make a judgment on the teaching skills of a pf°
never observed. "In spite of this, we get the word on who1
good and who is bad," spake the administrator. And so, ^
are now in the blank check era. (It may be interesting ®
note that the cost of time for a prof, assuming 20 years "
dedicated service to come at an average of a minimum 0
$10,000 per year, at nearly a quarter of a million doll3
investment.)
Maybe the first line of the story should read,
Once upon a tenure, a professor has it in the bag.
— Robert Fields
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Review: I, A Woman

pen Letter
pleasure-loving, light-step-

public service projects our fra

Lng heterogeneous, yet compan-

ternities are exposing their mem
bers to a wide range of back
grounds, and to people possess

tear

Lable Greeks:
perhaps this letter is overdue.
Jleretofore I have been too busy
lorrying about your minor probIms to compliment you on your
lajor contributions. The fact
hat so many people have recentasked our office what "The
Llministration"
really
thinks
Lout fraternities prompts me to
[rite to you at this time. The
Misleading statement p l a c e d
•bove my picture by last year's
aranjado Staff increased the
nfusion over the status of frarnities. (The statement about
aternities attributed to me in
e 1967 Narajando is fallacious
d is, I presume, a figment
of a
aff writer's imagination.)
I am not sure what the term
|The Administration" means;
llowever, I can tell you what the
Lean of Men thinks about fraLrnities.
Pacific's
fraternities
|re furnishing a bond of deep
|rendship and mutual underjtanding that has proven itself
|apable of turning college stuHents into poised and self-confiHent men. Our fraternities have
Rioved — sometimes with con
siderable reluctance and pain —
into the last half of the twentieth
ientury.
The fraternities of
Sormer generations — self-cen|ered and existing chiefly for fun
ind games — cannot be found
|>n Pacific's campus. Today our
fcreek houses are producing men
ivho have a greater appreciation
lor the needs of our society, who
[pave broader sympathies, and a
Keener understanding of their
•ivic role than any former group
l)f students.
,i Within the last twelve months
Iracific's Greek men have been
^involved in projects related to
L^ista, Preston School of Indus
try, The Stockton Children's
|Home, The O. H. Close School,
p3ig Brothers, The Family Service
[Agency and several other public
iervice groups. We are proud of
ibur Greek men, and extremely
fcroud of the fact that agencies
Eferving our community know
jihey can rely on our fraternities
for support. A University itself
TOraws strength from the variety
Hind richness of opportunities it
affords its members. Through

ing both similar and different in
terests.
Historically

Pacific's fraterni

ties have amassed capable people
and for many years have been
themselves potent factors in the
affairs of the entire University—
often giving more, and caring
more, than other groups of stu
dents, or than the faculty in
general. As our University grows
larger, the fraternities are play
ing a more significant role, seek
ing to orient members to both
academic and social life and to
inculcate a feeling of loyalty to
the University of Pacific. In an
age of increasing pressures and
decreasing outlets, or increasing
conformity and decreasing per
sonalization, our Greek men are
enjoying a sense of belonging, of
being wanted, and of identifying
with a small group that fosters
creative and liberal thought. This
ability to think for themselves is
evidenced in one way by the fact
that membership in our fraterni
ties — unlike some of our sorori
ties — is considered only from
the standpoint of those qualities
and advantages a man has at
tained by a personal effort.
For the reasons stated — be
cause it does promote so much
that is necessary to symmetrical
development — because it is a
bastion for the belief that bare
feet, long hair and poor table
manners are not necessary in
gredients of intellectual noncon
formity — because it is indeed a
"training school in leadership'
I support the Greek institution
and will strive to foster, encour
age, and expand Pacific's fra
ternity system.
With every good wish for you
now and always, I remain,
Very cordially yours,
Richard K. Williams II
Dean of Men

By ZBIGNIEW KORYZMA
"I, A Woman."
"I, A Woman" is a production
that breaks through some of the
conventions of film
expression.
A Swedish background of lax
moral codes allows the introduc
tion of a daring theme.
The story, based on a novel by
Siv Holm, follows a young nurse
as she changes from innocent
church singer to insatiable sex-

Editor:
In reference to your article in
the Oct. 27 Pacifican, "Review:
Disney Films Not Relevent by
Peggy Large, the scathing blan
ket condemnation of Walt Disney
films on the basis of "The Trou
ble With Angels" is lost since
that particular film is not a Walt
Disney film.

The viewers seem to get a
feeling of pessimism and fate.
It seems as though the uncom
promising attitudes and
the
frank approach—to sexual rela
tions by the woman—are a futile
attempt to overcome ultimate de
gradation. Essy Person's expres
sive face and attractive body are
insufficient to establish a clearer
and more sophisticated mood,
partially due to deficiencies in
the film techniques. As a result,
the film is a "lousy" movie and
poor pornography. For art-film
lovers, it is a good example of a
frustrated attempt. For others,
there is a lot of "hot" action.

To express the mood, the di
rector, Mav Ahlberg, tries revert
ing to photographic and editing
techniques; the result is not as
successful as it might have been
expected.
An attempt is made to build up
the psychological structure in
the main character by contrast
ing the woman's inherent nym
phomania with her neurotic religious upbringing. The use of
the naked female body, young
and delightful, keeps interest
aroused in the male audience, but
does not succeed in fully charac
terizing the profoundly conflictive nature of the theme. Though
we recognize the substitution of

In summary, "I, A Woman is
a film appropriate for indiscrimi
nate mature audiences.

— Steve Munio

Pacific's language labs now
sport $35,000 worth of new
equipment, funded by Regent
Mrs. Winifred G. Raney and the
federal government.
The specific equipment was
chosen by a committee from Pa
cific's language department, who
visited other universities last year
to observe various lab set-ups in
operation.
Pacific's system involves a
separate control panel for each
student, with a single remote
operating station.

Pacific
pharmacy
professor
James C. King was recently elect
ed First Grand Vice-Regent of
Kappa Psi, national pharmaceu
tical fraternity.
The election took place at the
34th Grand Council Convention,
held recently in Kansas City.
Attending from Pacific were Dr.
King, and students Paul Perry,
Pat Catania, Raymond Smart,
Lindsay Hamada, and Steve
Turner.
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Robert sings great love songs from the
movies: Laura; Somewhere, My Love; A
Man And A Woman. A Time For Love;
Second Time Around; plus 6 other greats
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I Ray Conitf
I HAWAIIAN ALBUM
• Ray and his Singers play, <[£
• Hawaii with: B ue Hawaii, Pearly Shells,
t Beyond The Reef, Tiny Bubbles. Little
; Grass Shack, Wedding Song. Sweet Lei
• lani, and others.

• Percy Faith
I TODAY'S THEMES
' FOR YOUNG LOVERS
« Sounds for right now: The 59th Street
• Bridge Song, Mary In The Morning,
Somethin Stupid, Yellow Days, Windy, &
• more by Percy's Orchestra and Chorus.
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: Joe Harnell
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NOW IS THE TIME TO
ORDER YOUR CLASS RING

flu&m

gasm, we are not completely sure
of the values that the film tends
to portray.

ual voluptuary. The main idea
is to show the individual life of
a woman whose main source of
motivation is sexual pleasure.

see the
"beautiful rings
by Josten's^__^

i
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A Total sound experience. Eleven selections including: A Man And A Woman, Spanish Flea, Serenata, Guantanamera. Music To Watch Girls By .
and Others. Save Now.

SALE PRICED
SAVE 40%

88
REG. 4.79

Shop
Razor Cuts
Available

2008 Pacific Avenue
Phone 466-6661
Open Tue.-Fri. 8:00-6:00
Saturday Til 5:30

OWATONNA, MINNESOTA BSOSO

WEBERST0WN SHOPPING CENTER
No. 208
4950 PACIFIC AVENUE
STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA
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Rams To Test UOP Offense
Coming off an impressive 3414 victory over San Jose State,
the Tigers come home for the
first time in five weeks to meet
Colorado State University. CSU
has beaten Pacific in three of
their 5 meetings and the Bengals
will attempt to square the series
this Saturday afternoon.
The Rams, hampered by in
juries, carry a disappointing 1-4-1
record into the contest. Both
CSU and UOP would boast
much better records if not for
key injuries. Pacific seems to
have gained the momentum
again, now that Tom Kilmer has
returned to the starting lineup
and the opposing defenses will
not be able to key on Jack Layland.
Colorado State boasts such
standouts as Oscar "Golden
Shoes" Reed, Larry Jackson, and

Bill Kishman. Reed has rushed
for 473 yards apd three touch
downs, while Jackson has a 7.7
yard rushing average and 192
total yards. Kishman is singled
out as being one of the best de
fensive halfbacks in the West.
Quarterbacking the Rams will be
junior Jerry Montiel, who has
completed 46 passes in 128 at
tempts for 582 yards and two
touchdowns.
An interesting note about the
CSU offense is that the Rams
boast an "elephant backfield."
The backs average 207 pounds
to the man as compared to 216
for the offensive line. Reed (223
pounds) and fullback Jim Oliver
(220 pounds) carry most of the
offensive poundage.
In the finest team effort of the
season last week, it seemed that
Pacific had a great day.
Jeff

MUSIC BOX SPECIAL

RAVI SHANKAR
WORLD PACIFIC

Brilliant performances by quar
terback Bob Lee and defensive
tackle Jeff Banks during the San
Jose State game last weekend
were recognized last Monday by
the Northern California Sports
Writers. Lee was honored as the
large college "Back of the
Week" while Banks was named
"Lineman of the Week."
Lee had one of his finest
games in two years at Pacific.
Bob pinpointed receivers 13 out
of 20 times. He totaled 124
yards through
the air and
threw one touchdown pass to
Jack Morrison. In addition, on
six different occasions, Lee rush

%
REG. 5.79
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INDIA'S MASTER MUSICIAN

Recorded in London, includes:
Raga Hamsadhwani, Dhun Kafi,
and Raga Ramkali.

IMPROVISATIONS

THREE RAGAS
Brilliant interpretations by In
dia's Master Musician: Raga Jog,
Raga Ahir Bhairav, Raga Simhendra Madhyamam.

INDIA'S MASTER

Improvisations and the theme
from Pather Panchali. Accom
panied by Kanai Dutta on the
Tabla, also includes: Fire Night,
Karnataki, and Raga Rageshri.

Shankar plays: Raga Puriya
Dhanashri, Raga Charu . Keshi,
Kafi-Holi, Dhun (Folk Airs), and
Mishra Piloo, In Thumri Style.

RAGAS & TALAS

Ravi Shankar, sitar; Kanai Dutta,
Tabla; and Nodu C. Mullick.tamboura, play two favorite Indian
pieces: Madhuvanti and Dhun in
Mishra Mand.

Shankar and Alia Rakha on the
Tabla play: Rupak Tal, Raga
Madhu-Kauns, Raga Jogiya, and
Dhun.

RAVI SHANKARIN NEW YORK
Includes three captivating ragas:
Raga Bairaga, Nata Bhariravi,
and Raga Marwa.

PORTRAIT OF GENIUS
The Genius of Shankar plays .. .
this album including a great va
riety of Indian music: Tala Rasa
Ranga, Song From The Hills, Gat
Kirwani, and others.

IN CONCERT

QB Considered for Shrine Game
Pacific's senior quarterback,
"The General" Lee is one of
three western signal callers to be
considered for the annual EastWest Shrine game held in San
Francisco. Other candidates un
der consideration are UCLA's
fabulous ail-American Gary Beban and San Jose State s Danny
Holman.
Francis Powers, the Shrine
Game talent scout, intimated that
this year's quarterbacking chores
would be an all-Northern Cali
fornia affair.
"We want Beban as our quar
terback, providing UCLA does
not go to the Rose Bowl," com
mented Powers. "We are look-

ed for
downs
alive.
award
his fine
State.

crucial yardage and first
to keep Bengal drives
He received this same
just two weeks earlier for
passing against Utah

Jeff Banks was superb in his
position on defense. The 225
pound senior led the fierce
line
charge that allowed San Jose
State only 67 net rushing yard
age and pressured quarterback
Danny Holman. Banks dumped
Holman for repeated losses and
this pressure resulted in Holman
completing only 7 of 20 passes
(only one in the second half).

Your Official Class Ring

BY CHRISTMAS
NOW!

SOUND OF THE SITAR

A study in sound of the sitar and
Indian music, with: Alap And Jor
In Raga Malkauns, Tala Sawari,
and Pahari Dhun.

IF YOU ORDER

JUST RELEASED...

RAVI SHANKAR "LIVE AT'
THE MONTEREY POP
FESTIVAL:•
:
I ncludes a 20 x 30 Poster.

Left to right, Quarterback Bob Lee, Fullback Jack Layland,
Halfback Tom Kilmer.

Bob Lee and Jeff Banks Honored by
Northern California Sports Writers

The World's Greatest Sitarist on

40

Offensive tackle Mark Nordquist turned in a great perform
ance all day and made a key
tackle on a kick-off to put San
Jose in the shadow of their own
goal posts. Jack Morrison pulled
in five passes for 65 yards and a
touchdown to move into second
place in receiving behind Bob
Ricioli. Tom Kilmer, who carried
for 90 yards, moved his net yard
age figure
to 143 yards and a
5.5 yard average. This is a sub
stantial total considering Tom
has missed four of the six Pacific
games due to illness. Jack Layland retains his rushing lead with
581 yards and four touchdowns.
Quarterback Bob Lee complet
ed 13 of 20 tosses against San
Jose to make him 61 for 108 on
the season, an excellent 56.5%.
Randy Bergstrom came on late
in the game and shocked the
Spartans with a 47 yard touch
down strike to Mickey Ackley.
A repeat of last week's per
formance would insure a victory
for the Bengals. The revitalized
offense should make Pacific Me
morial Stadium an interesting
place to visit this Saturday.

12am slunk

OFF

Banks almost chased San Jose
quarterback Danny Holman out
of Spartan Stadium and de
fensive backs Dave McCann and
Rudy Redmond were instrumen
tal in holding Holman to only
secen completions. It was proba
bly Holman's worst days as a
Spartan.

'

See this exquisite lOK
Jewelry Creation by Josten's
on display at the

ing at San Jose State's Datin;
Holman and Bob Lee of the Uni
versity of the Pacific too.
In past years Pacific has contributed such stars as Eddie LeBaron, Tom Flores, Dick Bass,
and Carl Kammerer to this grid
classic. Now, Bob Lee has the
first chance since Kammerer
1960 to become a member of the
West Shrine team.

Delta Gamma Tops
Covell Section 12
In V-Ball Finals
The girl's intramural volley
ball season culminated amid the
squeals of one hundred enthusi
astic girls this past Tuesday.
Delta Gamma captured the
team championship. Spearhead
ed by Paula Sheridan, the D.G.'s
defeated Section 12 of Covell
Hall. Eiselen House and Delta
Delta Delta fought it out for the
third and fourth positions re
spectively. Both of these teams
won their respective places by
defeating teams in the playoffs.
According to Miss Meyer, fac
ulty advisor to the woman's in
tramural program, the season was
very successful from the point
of competition and participation
Sixteen teams participated in the
volleyball competition.

Candidates who received few®
popular votes than their oppon
ents were elected President ®
1824, 1876 and 1888 because oj
the workings of the Electoral
College system and, in the first
case, a decision of the House
Representatives.

GIFTS
PARTY SUPPLIES
ART SUPPLIES

WEBERSTOWN SHOPPING
CENTER
No. 208

3220 Pacific Avenue

4950 Pacific Avenue

Phone 466-7031

Stockton, California

Free Delivery and Gift Wrap
SERVING THE THIRD GENERATION OF AMERICA'S COLLEGE STUDENTS

OPEN MONDAY EVENINGS
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iarchlni Among Nation's Best In Karate
By MARC SLOTT
Ron Marchini, a senior at the

ROOS/ATKINS

niversity of the Pacific, graduof Lincoln High School, and
esident of Stockton, is twenty•o years old.
te

He is one of the two top Black
Jelts in karate in the nation. He
eaches the style of Rembukan,
nd received his promotion to
I Jlack Belt in only eighteen
[nonths. He also received the
iegree of Brown Belt in judo in
,nly four months. He is the only
nstructor of Rembukan in Cali:ornia.
His phenomenal rise in
Re world of karate is due to
nental and physical discipline
|nd hard work.
While in reserve basic training
|bt Fort Ord, this quiet, gentle
tnd unassuming young man gave
:he drill instructors the surprise
){ their lives. In their first hand:o-hand combat training lesson
of the instructors comnented, "He should be teaching
TOURNAMENT

Ti

In the Western Karate Chamionships Ron entered his first
ournament. At that time he was
Brown Belt. He won first place
in his division, beat the lightKveight and heavyweight Black
Belt division winners and was
(Continued on page 7)

Pacific Mermaids
Third at San Jose
The opening of Pacific's swim
Sseason for women proved to be
J quite an eye-opener for fans at
]the San Jose Invitational this past
(weekend.
The Tigerette mer|maids placed third in a field' of
|seven teams.
Winner of the team competiItion was San Jose State College,
j Runner-up was Stanford Univer
sity, followed by the ladies from
^Pacific. UOP finished
in front
jof U.C. Davis, Chico State, Sac' ramento State, and San J ose
! State "B" team.
Highlighting the day's activi' ties was the performances of
Julie Van Dyke.
The Pacific
breaststroker set an intercolle; giate
record in her 25 yard
specialty. Julie's time was 16.7
seconds eclipsing the old mark by
two tenths of a second.
Julie also added a first in the
50 yard breaststroke and took
third in the 100 yard individual
medley.
The blonde bomber
was easily the most valuable
member of the Pacific squad.
Chris Paden also picked up a
first prize for Pacific in the 50
yard butterfly.
She narrowly
missed a record in route to vic
tory.
The remainder of
Pacific's
points were gained mainly in the
relay events. The team of Chris
Paden, Marilee Rocca, Sally
Hasse, and Ann Gallagher man
aged a third in the 100 yard med
ley relay.
Ann and Sally were then join
ed by Marsha Hale and Darelyn
Throndike to splash their way to
fourth place in the 100 yard free
style relay.
Coach Meyer seemed very
satisfied with the performances
°f the team and hoped that the
members can continue to pro
gress towards their potential.

Ron Marchini, right, Mark Vukovich, left.

Weekend Sports
Soccer
The soccer team plays at home
again this weekend. The Tigers
face Cal State at Hayward in a
contest scheduled to begin at
10:00 A.M. on Saturday, Novem
ber 4.
Pacific's booters maintain a
record of 1-4-1. Several of the
losses have been by narrow mar
gins and the Tiger soccerites
hope to turn the victory tide in
their favor.
Water Polo
Pacific's water poloists face a
busy schedule this weekend. Be
ginning this Friday they take on
Occidental College and Los An
geles State. The Tigers then
move to the University of Redlands on Saturday. Finally they
meet Bakersfield College on Sun
day.

All of these contests will be
staged in foreign pools, but the
well-balanced Tiger water polo
team will have a good chance to
improve their 9-7 record.
Cross-Country
Pacific will enter its talented
distance runners in the "Altitude
Run" this Saturday at South
Lake Tahoe. Many of the lead
ing cross-country runners from
western colleges will take part in
the race that will cover 4.5 miles
at an elevation of 6,200 feet.
The Tigers then travel to
Davis on Tuesday, November 7,
to attempt to gain revenge over
the Aggies who handed them
their only loss of the season.
Since the Tigers met Davis on
September 30, they have im
proved significantly and should
be in a position to upset the
Aggies.

m u s i c BOX
3 GREAT ALBUMS FROM
ONSALE
Wes Montgomery
"A DAY IN THE LIFE"
Jazz at its best. Wes plays: Watch
What Happens, When A Man
Loves a Woman, California
Nights, Eleanor Rigby, Willow
Weep For Me, The Joker, and
others.

SPOTLIGHTED!

Antonio Carlos Jobim
"WAVE"

GLEN PLAID
WITH VEST!

Fantastic. Jobim at his best with:
Wave, The Red Blouse, Look To
The Sky, Batidinha, Lamento, An
tigua, Dialogo, Triste, Mojave,
and Captain Bacardi.

Phil Ochs
"PLEASURE OF THE
HARBOR"
A truly great interpreter of the Ameri
can Folk Idiom joins the A&M roster
with eight new songs.

You'll be seeing more vests around
than ever! Spotlighted is this new
Glen Plaid suit tailored with all the
traditional details. See it now, try
it on! If you like it—buy it! $85

99

reg. 5.79

Your reg card is all you need to open a Super/Charge.
WEBERSTOWN SHOPPING CENTER

Nothing down and pay only $10 a month!

No. 208
4950 PACIFIC AVENUE
STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA

WEBERSTOWN SHOPPING CENTER

Get
an entire quarter's reading
under your belt
in the first week!
If you are an average student carrying
around 15 units, you have the capacity to read
in one short week every single textbook in
every single course you are now carrying. And
what's more, you'll understand the material
you have read and will be able to retain it for
a long, long, time.
If you are an average student, your
present reading rate is around 350 words per
minute. The Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics
Institute guarantees to increase your reading
efficiency to at least three times. Most gradu
ates of Reading Dynamics learn to read from
four to ten times faster. Doubtlessly, you your
self have doubts about your ability to develop
this extraordinary reading skill. That's why a
special student demonstration is being sched
uled this week. You -and your friends are asked
to attend this free demonstration to find out
first hand why Reading Dynamics works and
how it can work for you.
At the campus demonstration you will
be given a one-time only opportunity to enroll
in theReading Dynamics program at special student discount and terms.
You will be given a thorough description of the new Reading
Dynamics program specifically oriented to the needs of the college stu
dent which emphasizes the reading of textbooks and technical material.
You will see a compelling documentary film featuring United
States Senators, and an average teenager who dramatizes the fantastic
reading breakthrough now known as Reading Dynamics.

You will discover in a provocative illus
trated lecture that you have a capacity to read
at staggering speeds with full comprehension.
You will be confronted with documen
tation on 30,000 Northern California Reading
Dynamics students who at least tripled their
reading speed-in the short span of eight weeks.
You will actually be tested in the audi
ence to determine your present level of read
ing speed. Only you will know your score.
You will join in a frank question and
answer session designed to acquaint you thor
oughly with the Reading Dynamics program.
You will be presented with a complete
portfolio of informative materials discussing
the amazing discovery of Reading Dynamics.
You will see a Reading Dynamics grad
uate reading a book he has never seen at as
tounding speeds, and give a detailed account
of the contents of the book.
You will be given a chance to win a free
scholarship to the Reading Dynamics Institute.
You will be stimulated.
You will be entertained.
You will be challenged.
You will have an evening as unforgettable as any you have
ever had. The campus demonstration is entirely free. You can leave
as anonymously as you entered with absolutely no obligation, except,
of course, your first obligation which is to yourself and your own desire
for self-improvement.

Special campus demonstration of Reading Dynamics
this week only. Special rates for students only.

You Can Win A Free Scholarship
San Joaquin Delta College
(Cafeteria)

Mon., Nov. 6,3:00 p.m. and 8:00 p.m.
EVELYN WOOD

READING

DYNAMICS
INSTITUTE

0vember
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UOP Builds Infirmary
By LINDA HOLST
Across tthe Calaveras River . . .
friendly atmosphere . . . bright
olors . • • up-to-date equipment
. and a modern complex called
he Cowell Student Health Cenet or the future UOP infirmary.
Starting from scratch, plans
egan to formulate for a comletely new infirmary when UOP
as given a grant from the
owell firm last November.
Keeping in mind the students'
roblems, every effort has been
ade to make the infirmary a
leasant place to stay when one
s sick said Robert Winterberg,
OP financial vice-president.
Some of these efforts resulted
in furnished rooms, a mental hy
giene department, a surgery
room, an emergency room, and
conveniences such as lounges and
balconies to provide a comfort
able stay.
The building consists of three
floors. The basement contains Xray, physiotherapy, and hydro
therapy equipment, while the
first floor includes the emergency
room, examination rooms, doctors
offices, the pharmacy, the surgery
room, the casting room, retire
ment rooms, personnel lounges,
and the mental hygience depart
ment.
Living quarters with windows
and bathroom facilities, ,a nurses'
station, a kitchen and dining hall,
two open balconies, and two
lounges are found on the second
floor. There is a metal-covered
pent-house which will contain
mechanical equipment and pro
vide storage space.
The outside of the building
will be of brick walls as is cur
rently used at UOP but with a
modernized approach.
Gothic
columns will be "cut in half and
turned outward at the top," ac
cording to Leonard Abbott, the
university architect.
A bridge will extend across the
Calaveras River with a path lead
ing to the building. A concrete
bridge with brick rails will lead
into the infirmary with two plant
ers near the entrance.
The area will be "scooped out"
so the basement is situated under
the ground. Opaque Spandre
Lite, a solar-bronze resistance
glass which is not transparent,
will be used for the windows.
Charles Lester will do the
color work for the infirmary.
He is a UOP graduate and did
the color designs for the library,
the cluster colleges, the dental
school, and the academic facili
ties building.
Lester "thinks
young and likes to use bright
colors and daring designs" stated
Winterberg.
"We are trying not to make the
infirmary as cold and sterile as in
a hospital, but rather to create
the atmosphere of a dormitory or
home," commented Winterberg.
Completed construction is plan
ned for the middle of April in
'969 so that the infirmary is
ready for use in the summer. In
January of 1968 the work draw'ngs are scheduled to be finished
and digging will start in Febru
ary. Construction will begin in
March.
PAYMENT
The Cowell firm
is paying
$967,990 for the entire construc
tion of the infirmary including
landscaping, furnishings, a n d
parking space for visitors. The
HOP grant is the largest one
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given to a college yet, exceeding
the money funded to UC Berke
ley, UC Davis, and Mills College.
Since an increasing amount of
students will eventually attend
classes and reside across the Cal
averas River, the infirmary was
situated there to meet the upcom
ing needs of the university.
The plan of the new building,
which is presently too large to
fully occupy, was made to func
tion for the next 30-40 years. For
example, there will be 32 beds
compared to the present unneeded nine beds, according to
Miss Richards, head nurse of the
infirmary.
"Although the present infirm
ary is the best-equipped student
health center in the U.S. for a
college of its size, we hope to
give more service in the Cowell
building since we will be betterequipped and will have more
space," added Miss Richards.
Basically, the present system of
treating students will be main
tained in the new infirmary. The
staff will probably increase but
the doctors will still continue tq
have certain hours and days for
student medical treatment.
There will not be a doctor on
duty all the time since "it is bet
ter to have many specialists," ex
plained Miss Richards. The pres
ent staff consists of two internists,
two general practioners, one
orthopedist, one eye-ear-nosethroat specialist, and four regis
tered nurses.
COUNSELING
A separate unit in the Cowell
building is the Counseling Cen
ter, which will deal with students
seeking assistance for personal
problems. Mrs. Beth Mason, di
rector of the counseling center on
campus, will extend this respon
sibility to the new infirmary.
The purpose of this program
is to assist students through the
use of mental health principles
and practices. This is done
through the pursuit of educa
tional objectives, achievement of
the goals of the academic com
munity, and progression toward
psychological maturity.
The five
rooms that are for
counseling in the health center

will be used for group meetings,
group counseling, testing, and
reading material concerning vari
ous vocations.
The testing program is design
ed to find
the source of a stu
dent's emotional, social, or aca
demic problems. Tests are also
applied to discover the student's
vocational interests.
ADJUSTMENT
The main advice sought by
students concern adjustment to
the college, decisions regarding
vocations, dating attitudes, and
concentration on work.
The "consultation and train
ing" basis dealing with groups is
an "effective technique in college
settings," and will be used in the
new infirmary, to try and solve
these problems commented Mrs.
Mason.
Presently Mrs. Mason is the
only on campus staff member in
the department. There is a visit
ing staff of four psychiatric social
workers, two psychologists, one
psychiatrist, and the preceptor of
Callison College, Douglas Moore.
These
people
meet
every
Thursday with residence assist
ants and house parents to talk
over students' problems and how
to solve them. It is not known
yet what the size of the staff in
the new infirmary will be.
The architect firm
designing
the building is Ratcliff-SlamaCaldwalder, in Berkeley. Abbott
is "impressed with their handl
ings; one reason being that the
firm has not varied more than
two per cent on their past esti
mates." The firm has done work
for the University of California
in the past.
Summing up the Cowell Stu
dent Health Center project, Win
terberg said it is a "thrilling
project of the finest
quality de
signed only for the students."
sfc

*

5{c

Most Americans today live on
credit—on their future earnings
—with about 60 percent of the
average individual's next income
going to credit obligations in one
form or another.

A-I DRIVE-IN CLEANERS
NEW LOCATION
136 W. Walnut — Off Pacific Ave
Phone 463-4952

"The House of Quality"

Marchini

(Continued from Page 5)
awarded the title of
Grand
Champion of the tournament. In
ten tournaments he has taken
eight first places and four Grand
Champion awards. He has beaten
Ralph
Castellenos,
California
State Champion, and Joe Lewis,
the well-known United States
Champion.
In his last tournament, the
Northern-Southern Invitational,
he won, not only first
place in
the lightweight Black Belt divi
sion, but continued on to beat the
heavyweight Black Belt cham
pion.
He became the Grand
Champion of the tournament.
Ron's total points earned the
Rembukan Club a tie for the team
trophy. Ron is owner and head
instructor of the Rembukan Ka
rate Club, in the Oakridge Cen
ter, on Pacific Avenue.
DEFINITION
Ron told me that perhaps the
best way to define karate is as a
martial art and a way of life.
Karate originated in Indian ap
proximately 2000 years ago. The
Prince Daruma was entranced by
various animal and bird forms
and stances, which he later de
veloped into an art of self-de
fense. Daruma, in his attempts
to find the many pressure points
of the body, experimented with
pins on his slaves.
From India, karate moved to
China. Here the art was de
veloped by Buddhist monks who
used it as a means for mental and
physical conditioning and pro
tection. Karate then moved on
to Okinawa and Japan. Approxi
mately 1500 years ago, in Okina
wa, the Samurai warriors had no
weapons, having been prohibited
the use of them by the Japanese.
The Japanese warriors were us
ing bamboo shafts as weapons
and wooden shields as armour.
The Samurai warriors devel
oped karate to combat the
Japanese. Karate enabled the
warriors to break through the
wooden shields. It was in Japan
that karate was developed into its
modern form by such men as
Funakoshi, Oyama, and Yomaguchi. After World War II,
karate was introduced to the
United States. Here it has been
perfected by Nishiyoma, Kubota,
and Oshima, among others.
STYLES
There are five main styles of
karate — Japanese, Chinese,
Korean, Okinawan, and a group
which consists of — aikido, judo,
and ju-jutsu. Japanese karate
consists of styles such as Rembu
kan, Shotakan, and Goju. Trans
lated literally from Japanese,
means "Hard Style." Chinese
karate consists of Wenpo and
Gung Fu. Both of these styles
entail more circular motion of
the hands, and the ripping and
tearing techniques of the animal.

Aikido is a style of fighting
all its own. In aikido the use of
the mind over the physical body
is used. Judo is primarily con
cerned with the grabbing and
throwing technique. Very much
like judo is Ju Jitsu; however, in
Ju Jitsu the student is not only
interested in throwing his op
ponent but in breaking his bones
at the same time.
Karate is a fascinating sport.
It is based on minimal contact
fighting.
Two opponents fight
for two minutes or until one man
has two points. If the fight ends
as a tie, they go into a one min
ute "sudden-death" period. A
point is given for a maiming or
deadening below between the top
of the head and the groin. The
tournament works on a basis of
elimination.
PROMOTIONS
A person learning karate starts
with a student rating. Upon his
first promotion he becomes an
eighth-degree white belt. He then
moves to green, brown and then
to first-degree
black belt. From
there he moves to second, third,
etc. until he becomes tenthdegree Black Belt.
The primary uses of karate are
building of confidence, mental
and physical disipline, and pro
tection. Although karate is diffi
cult to learn, and takes physical
conditioning, it is not limited to
men who are in top physical con
dition. Men, women and children
take karate lessons, and can do
well.
In a manner of speaking, ka
rate is noting more than a
scientific way of street fighting.
However, the most important
thing about karate is that it is a
way of life. The breaking of
boards is only secondary, and can
only be achieved through the
mental altertness and physical
discipline required. Karate is the
ultimate means of self defense,
short of guns.

Dr. Van Holstein of Callison
College spoke at this year's first
meeting of Phi Kappa Phi. His
topic was a general overview of
his own development as a his
torian, with particular emphasis
on the need for broader per
spectives in studying history.
The American Revolution, Van
Holstein said, has been consis
tently mythologized in standard
textbooks and secondary-schools.
As an example, he cited Carl
Van Doren's A Secret History of
the American Revolution, whose
author completely ignored the
issues considered in contempor
ary debates in the British parlia
ment.
Phi Kappa Phi is a national
honorary society; the local presi
dent is Ernestine Smutny.

Adding Machines & Typewriters
Rentals—
"fir

Kent to try—will apply If yon bny
Weekly—Monthly—Quarterly
All Makes—Standard
Portables and Electric Models
- Easy "PENNIES A DAY" plan

|ow|
|
^Joaquin
[businiss machine;
[5W3W8W2T0I

Phone HO 5-5881
114 N. California St.
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Visit to 0. H. Close School
By JUDY PROULX
(This is the first in a series of
articles concerning the volunteer pro
jects of U.O.P. students in the com
munity. In other columns you will
read of experiences from the students'
personal journals and gain an in
sight into the problems of the illiter
ate, the physically handicapped, the
unemployed, the very old in conval
escent homes, the preschoolers, and
many more. Today you will make
your first visit to O. H. Close school,
part of the California Youth Author
ity.)
Your first
thought as you
approach the sprawl of lights is,
"It must be some kind of indus
trial complex." The strings of
lights reveal long, low modern
buildings of rock and glass sleek structures. You walk past
a football field1 where young boys
of fifteen
or sixteen are passing,
running, tackling, shouting en
thusiastically in the chill evening
air. It seems hard to believe that
this is the California Youth
Authority, and that these are
juvenile delinquents.
Surrounded by a group of fel
low volunteers, you follow a staff
member into the visitors' quar
ters. Old women and young girls
file quietly past you, their eyes
curiously devoid of light. Sud
denly you are in the midst of
dozens of boys some of whom
look not more than nine years
old, others who appear to be
adults. They jostle you, compli
ment you, and monopolize you in
conversation until the group
moves on and you are forced to
tear yourself away.
INTRODUCTION
As you are ushered into the
sterile, impersonal sleeping quar
ters, you note the wards out of
the corner of your eye; all are
engaged in 'checking you out'
either openly or surreptitiously.
Sometime later you are allowed
to scatter and begin conversations
with the boys who will, within a
few weeks be your pupils.
Your first contact is with David
K. He is smiling, blonde, and
quick, with something of a
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gamin about his eyes. You find
immediately that he does not fit
your stereotyped idea of a de
linquent. His clothes are clean,
he is articulate, and he is moti
vated; he says he wants to go to
junior college after finishing
high school, and that he wants
to become - of all ironic things a police lieutenant.
He watches closely for the re
action that this last statement has
evoked from you, and you are
conscious that he is trying to see
deeper, to test you. You remem
ber orientation - ". . . they may
seem so sweet, so intelligent maybe like your brother - and
you won't understand why some
one like this is in an institution.
But look at his record and see
the long list of rapes, murders . . .
don't be too naive."
QUESTIONS
David floods
you with ques
tions, some of them embarras
sing and through it all your mind
keeps thinking, "Don't try to trip
me." He asks, "What is it you
want to teach in class?" "Arts
and crafts". Then his response
- "Hey, great! I think I may
major in arts and crafts, maybe
drama - become a movie star."
What has happened, you wonder,
to his statement of a few min
utes ago? Did he slip? Is he
testing for another reaction?
You take it all in, making en
couraging sounds in the back of
your throat. "Level with me",
your mind implores, "don't try
to trip me - level." Maybe if
you level first ... "I don't really
know how I'm going to teach the
class. I'm pretty unsure. But
I want to get in there and help

if I can." You hope that means
something to him, because it does
to you.
No reaction.
The
thoughts scramble in your mind
, . . "Give me some hint of what
you really think!"
Sitting in the crowded, smoky
cubicle, you try to discover some
thing of the person next to you
while another couple gyrates to
ear-splitting rock and roll. After
a few minutes you both give up.
David watches you closely.
"Why," his furtive glances de
mand, "are you here? What do
you want with me?'L He says,
"You've got to choose this hall.
The others have the same facili
ties, but this one has more ma
turity." You nod and answer,
"Well, I like it here," and mean
it.
POTENTIAL
You think, "these boys, these
men . . . know their destructive
potential, but what are their cre
ative potentials? Can I get them
to express something with watercolors that they can't or won't
say with words? VCffiat will I
accomplish?"
The time for consultation vvith
the staff has come, and you re
luctantly say goodbye to David,
not quite knowing what has been
said or if he cares that you are
there. You know that the boys
have been waiting for the college
volunteers for nearly t h r e e
months, and yet . . . did you
manage to get anything across
to him in those frenzied and con
fusing first moments? Someone
touches your sleeve, you turn,
and David is beside you, saying,
"Please come back here, O.K.?"
And you know:

Dr. Charles Schilling To Give Organ
Concert In Conservatory November 6
Dr. Charles Schilling, Profes
sor of Music, University organist
and carillonneur, and Director of
the Chapel Choir, will open the
1967-68 Resident Artist Series of
the Conservatory of Music with
an organ concert Monday, No
vember 6, at 8:15 p.m.
Dr. Schilling holds the Bache
lor of Arts degree from Carleton
College, and the MSM and DSM
degrees from Union Theological
Seminary. He also possesses the
Licentiate and Fellowship certifi
cates from Trinity College, Lon
don, England, and is a Fellow in
the American Guild of Organ
ists.
Having studied organ under
Clarence Dickinson, Lowell Beveridge, Alexander McCurdy, and
Lawrence Moe, Dr. Schilling has
also held music positions in
churches in Massachusetts, Con
necticut and California.
In July, he was guest lecturer
at the state convention of the
Music Teachers' Association of
California. In January, 1968,
Dr. Schilling will address the

Fresno chapter of the American
Guild of Organists.
The only carillonneur to be in
vited from the West Coast, Dr.
Schilling was one of nine guest
players chosen to perform on the
world's largest carillon at EXPO
67 in August. He also played at
the 1964 New York World's Fair.

Ortino, Intercultural Exchange
Communication and Covell
By CHERYL FONG
"The idea behind Elbert Coveil College is wonderful. Here
both the Latin American and
U.S. student can incorporate
their thinking into one wave, and
through the oneness of intercul
tural education we are improving
our relationships and channels of
communication with the Latin
American nations." So states the
determined Ruben Dante Ortino,
graduate assistant in public rela
tions at Covell College.
Ruben, as head of public rela
tions, pictures his department as
the hub of Covell. "The public
relations department is the stra
tegic point of communication.
From here we hope to acquaint
others about Covell, try to make
them understand all that Covell
stands for, and what Covell stu
dents are accomplishing and can
be expected to accomplish in the
future."

special events of interest to
Covell student body."

The young Argentine enthus
astically continues, "However
my most important duty is to cit,
culate publicity in order to pt0
mote Elbert Covell College in ths
Latin American countries. Ptej.
ently I am engaged in sendia.
promotional materials to nutnet
ous news outlets in Latin Amer
TARGETS
"Newspapers, magazines, tele
vision, movies, embassies ani
consulates, state departments, in.
ternational agencies, bi-nationai
centers, research institutes, four,
dations, libraries ("I first learned
of Covell in one!"), and univer.
sities and colleges in the Spanish,
speaking nations are my mat
targets. In addition, American

Having obtained his B.A. in
economics last spring, Ruben has
returned to pursue post-graduate
work in Inter-American Studies
under Dr. Walter Payne, in addi
tion to fulfilling full-time duties
as Covell's publicity man.
ECONOMICS
Ruben, a native of Buenos
Aires, expresses a desire to earn
a Ph.D. in economics. After com
pleting his education, he looks
forward to working with the Ar
gentine government in the field
of economics.
"I feel that it is imperative to
help my country in the best way
that I can. As a result, I am also
furthering Covell's aims to in
hibit the flow of the minds of
students and technicians from
leaving the Latin American coun
tries, and to promote their do
mestic economic and social
growth."
Ruben brings much experience
to his newly acquired position.
He has worked three years on the
"Diario Clarin" and "La Nacion," two of his hometown
papers, and has also done pub
licity work for Covell College's
Alianza Estudiantil.

companies based in these nations
also receive our releases. Bf
cause of this, many of our quail
fied graduates have found pet
manent employment in theit
home countries."

"I expect to really push Covet
in the Latin American nations
I want the students there to kno»
that there is an Elbert Covell
College in the United States, ant
that the opportunity for obtain
ing a unique experience in learn
ing can be theirs for the asking.

Monday's program will feature
Italian, French, and German
organ music from both the Ba
roque and Romantic periods. In
cluded will be the works of Gio
vanni Salvatore, Johann Sebas
tian Bach, Carl Philipp Emanuel
Bach, Cesar Auguste Franck,
Johannes Brahms and Max Reger.

RESPONSIBILITIES
What does this 24-year-old
expect to accomplish? "My re
sponsibilities include acting as
official host to visitors of the Col
lege, working with the University
news media, and coordinating

The public is invited to attend
Dr. Schilling's concert free of
charge.

Are You Interested In Skiing?

Ordinarily peace-loving,a wild
cat once aroused can whip nearly
any dog alive. A flick of power
ful muscles, and the cat's velvet
paws suddenly bristle with 18
knives—four claws on each hind
foot and five in front.

Two years ago UOP had a ski
club that offered those students
with an interest in skiing the op
portunity to form carpools to the
slopes, swap equipment and or
ganize ski trips. Last year how
ever, the club disbanded due to
lack of organization.
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Dean Betz, an avid skier, an
nounced that he would like to see
the club become active again this
year, but would like some stu
dents to show an interest. He
requests that any interested stu
dents drop into his office and
leave their name so that a meet
ing can be arranged. He has
scheduled a free film
for early
in
December
entitled
"The

Regarding his duties as No.'
PR man responsible for promot
ing Covell College and its phi'0
sophy in the Spanish languag1
areas, Ruben concludes with 1
determined note, "There is j
challenge to be met and I shal
fulfill this challenge."

Lonely American" which is
documentary on the Ameria
Ski Team abroad. However,
will be the responsibility of tb
club to decide where and when.

Those who expect to do sti
dent teaching next semester a<
notified that the sign-up meetin
will take place on Thursday, N'
vember 9, at 11 a.m. Elemental
education people will meet in 1
Owen Hall; secondary educatk
people meet in 110 Owen Ha
People who do not attend t
meeting cannot expect to do the
student
teaching
during 1

